
Some people belive that teenagers use of the internet should be limited; Others 

believe it is a resource that they must have for homework and other projects. 

Discuss these views and give your own opinion. 

 

Nowadays, there are a lot of thing on internet, teenagers can relax and learn on internet. 

Therefore, their parents have a lot of controversy, as some people do not agree their 

teenagers use internet so much, and some agree. In this essay, I will discuss teenagers use 

of the internet should be limited or not and give my opinion on this issue. 

 

There are many reasons to limit the teenagers use the internet. Firstly, teenagers spend 

too much time to play games. In fact, the number of teenagers plays games increased 

slightly in many years ago. Specially, in recent years, the number of teenager plays 

games increased sharply. Yesterday, I read a new article, it told about a teenager plays 

game in 2 days without breaking in internet game shop. Finally, he was unconscious and 

bended down on the keyboard. Secondly, teenagers can read porno magazines, videos… 

on internet. 

 

In addition, they can play sexual games on internet. These games taught them how to 

cheat a girl, make love with a girl, rape women …A teen boy raped teen girl because he 

watched porno videos on internet and wanted to ape these videos last year in my ward.  

 

However, there are also many advantages when use internet. It is a resource that 

teenagers must have for homework and other projects. There are many information and 

videos… about sciences, technologies, arts, music … on internet. These are very useful 

when teenagers have to do homework or research a project. Last week, my younger 

brother had a homework, which described a jumping spider. He have been finished this 

homework with help of internet. Further more, the most of things on internet are free. 

Therefore, they can improve their knowledge without money. Moreover, they can 

improve their knowledge any time they want.   

 

All in all, in my opinion, I think limited teenagers use of the internet or not limited 

depend on teenagers. If they use internet for studying and research, we should not be 

limited. If they use internet for playing games or accessing harmful website, we should 

limited. In my case, I will install software so that teenagers cannot access harmful 

website. In addition, the government has rules to limited time a gamer player can play in 

a day.   

 

Revised 

 

Nowadays, there are a lot of things on the Iinternet and, teenagers can relax and learn on 

internet.it. Therefore, their there parents have is a lot of controversy, as some people do 

not agree their that teenagers should use the Iinternet so much, and some agree. In this 

essay, I will discuss teenagers use of the internet should be limited or not and give my 

opinion on this issue. 

 



There are many reasons to limit a the teenager’s use of the internet. Firstly, teenagers 

spend too much time to playing games. In fact, the number of teenagers who plays games 

has increased slightly in from many years ago. EsSpecially, in recent years, the number 

of teenager plays games increased sharply. [slightly or sharply?] Yesterday, I read a new 

article, it that told about a teenager who plays played a game in for 2 days without 

breaking in internet a game shop. Finally, he was unconscious and bentded down on the 

keyboard. Secondly, teenagers can read porno magazines and, videos … on the I internet. 

 

In addition, they can play sexual games on the internetInternet. These games taught teach 

them how to cheat a girl, make love with a girl, and rape women  …A teen boy raped a 

teen girl because he watched porno videos on internet and wanted to ape these videos last 

year in my ward.  

 

However, there are also many advantages when using the Ie internet. It is a resource that 

teenagers must have for homework and other projects. There are is many much 

information and many videoss… about the sciences, technologies, arts, music … on 

internet and many other things. These are very useful when teenagers have to do 

homework or research a project. Last week, my younger brother had a homework, which 

described a jumping spider. He have been finished this homework with the help of the 

Iinternet. Further more, the most of the things on the Iinternet are free. Therefore, they 

students can improve their knowledge without money. Moreover, they can improve their 

knowledge any time they want.   

 

All in all, in my opinion, I think limited whether teenagers’ use of the internet should or 

should be not limited depends on teenagers. If they use itinternet for studying and 

research, we their use should not be limited. If they use internet for playing games or 

accessing harmful websites, we it should be limited. In my case, I will install software so 

that teenagers cannot access harmful websites. In addition, the government has rules to 

limited the time a gamer player can play in a day.   

 

 

Good IELTS length essay with fine organization and nice use of linking words. Notice 

the use of modals like ‘should’ for offering opinons. Also, notice the use of relative 

pronouns like ‘who.’ 

 

 


